Honors

Pi Alpha Honor Society
Brent Legrand Bowler
Amanda May Dunn
Taylor Bauer Hayes
Catherine Mary Richardson Hodsdon
Heather Lynn Perona
Adam Ellis Ridley
Julie Elizabeth Smith
Niels Carl Sorensen

Academic Achievement
Catherine Mary Richardson Hodsdon
Taylor Burke Nagel
Heather Lynn Perona

Highest Honors
Kathryn Nichole Authier
Brent Legrand Bowler
Sruthi Hariprasad
Taylor Bauer Hayes
Catherine Mary Richardson Hodsdon
Emily Christine Murrow
Taylor Burke Nagel
Heather Lynn Perona
Julie Elizabeth Smith
Niels Carl Sorensen
Ryan Thomas Winter

High Honors
Alison Marie DeMarco
Abigail Huerta
Daniel Kliner
Amanda Lee Panepento

Awards and Recognitions
Students have received during matriculation

Allied Health Scholarship
Emily Marie Akley
Kathryn Nicole Authier
Brent Legrand Bowler
Alison Marie DeMarco
Jenna Leigh Earls
Tamara Shanise Gilchrist
Giovanna Magdalena Golem
Taylor Bauer Hayes
Daniel Kliner
Sarah Beth Maichel
Brittany Tearo Moon
Rachael Leigh Morffi
Emily Christine Murrow
Taylor Burke Nagel
Haley Nicole Newman
Amanda Lee Panepento
Heather Lynn Perona
Luis Rafael Pluguez
Jared Kenneth Robinson
Carmen Elena Roth
Niels Carl Sorensen
Tyler Alexander Southern
Leslie Christina Walker

Lettie P. Whitehead
Allied Health Scholarship
Berenice Arias
Lindsey Beth Dixon
Catherine Mary Richardson Hodsdon
Abigail Huerta

Awards
Awarded by the Physician Assistant Faculty

Professional Achievement
Taylor B. Hayes

Heritage
Brent Legrand Bowler
Jamie Young Hamblin

Humanitarian
Berenice Arias

Excellence in Medical Writing
Julie Elizabeth Smith

Service
Alison DeMarco
Martin VB Teem
Allied Health Scholarship
Berenice Arias
Kathryn Nicole Authier
Brittany Darling Bays
Megan Vaughn Belanger
Brent Legrand Bowler
Liza Paige Chapman
Krizia Chinchilla Cartin
Helena Mengshi Dai
Alison Marie DeMarco
Allysja Jhordana Duncan
Amanda May Dunn
Tamara Shanise Gilchrist
Jamie Young Hamblin
Sruthi Hariprasad
Catherine Mary Richardson Hodsdon
William Jackson
Abigail Katherine Johnson
Lacey Annette King
Daniel Kliner
Elizabeth LaBella
Brittany Tearo Moon
Trenton Kahlil Moore
Emily Christine Murrow
Taylor Burke Nagel
Heather Lynn Perona
Luis Rafael Pluguez
Gary Steven Prebeck
Brett Daniel Puckett
Adam Ellis Ridley
Carmen Elena Roth
Julie Elizabeth Smith
Niels Carl Sorensen
Tyler Alexander Southern
Marjorie Victoria Taylor
Pooja Unjiya
Leslie Christina Walker
Nathan Scott Wehtje

Wellborn Allied Health Scholarship
Luis Rafael Pluguez

American Corps
Emily Marie Akley

Teaching Awards

Physician Assistant of the Year
Elizabeth P. Rothschild, MMSc, PA-C

Preceptor of the Year
Brian Wingrove, MSH, PA-C, DFAAPA
Christopher Fritzen, MMSc, PA-C
Kathleen Hoff, MMSc, PA-C

Didactic Teacher of the Year
Alexander V. Kendall, MS, PA-C

Clinical Faculty of the Year
Catherine Dragon MMSc, PA-C

Staff Award

Staff Member of the Year
Ursula Robertson

Thank you to the
Student Executive Leadership Team:

Taylor Bauer Hayes, President
Amanda Lee Panepento, Vice President, Graduation Liaison
Heather Lynn Perona, Secretary
Amanda May Dunn, Treasurer